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END  OF 2ND TERM EXAMS
LITERACY  1A    FOR   P.1

NAME:________________________________________________________

1. Name these ways  of cleaning our body parts.

          ____________________      ___________________ __________________

(bathing,     combing,    brushing,     teeth)

2. Fill  in  the uses of water at home.

We use  water for _____________________________our clothes.

We  use water for _______________________________food.

We  use  water  for ______________________________the  house.

(cooking,       washing,       mopping)

3. Tick   (         )  the person in the correct posture.

4. Name  these  sense organs.
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5. Read  and  draw  these  body  exercises.
             Skipping                                                   running

6. Where  do  they  live?

A  dog  live  in  a _______________________________________________

Man  lives  in  a ________________________________________________

A fish  lives  in __________________________________________________

(house,     kraal,    water,     kennel)

7. Draw  and  name  the  two  people  who  start  a  family.
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                _______________________                        ______________________

8. A plant  is  a living  thing  which  grows  from  the  soil.
Give  names  of  these  plants.

_____________________plant.             _______________________plant.

_______________________plant.

9. (a)  Name  the  parts  of  a  flowering  plant.

                                                                                          Leaf

                                                                                                    stem

                                                                                            fruit

                                                                                            roots

                                                                                            flower

(b) A  plant  needs  warmth,  ________________and _____________
to grow well.
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                            (blood,      air,      cup,     water)

(c) Circle  the  ways  of  caring  for  plants.

kicking,           weeding,         combing,          harvesting,

playing,           watering

10. Match  to  its  use.

                                                                                   slashing

                                                                           sweeping

                                                                           digging

                                                                                    carrying  rubbish.

11. There  are  two  seasons  in  a  year.

These  are ____________________season  and ______________season.

People  plant during the __________________________season.

Harvest crops during the ___________________________season.

(wet,    dry)
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12. Give  two  uses  of sunshie.
We  use  sunshine  to;

dry  our _______________________________________________________

warm  our _____________________________________________________
(eyes,     clothes,     nose,     bodies)

13. Name  these  things  used  to  protect ourselves from a rainy 
weather.

         
___________________________                          ______________________

(hat,     gumboots,    dress,   umbrella)

14. Which animals makes  the following  sounds?

moo-oo  =  _______________________         zzz-zzz  = _______________

sss-sss  =  ___________________________
(snake,        cow,       bee,       dog)

15. Read  and  name  the  common  accidents.

drowning,         poisoning,     electric-shock

     ___________________           ____________________          _______________
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16. Match  correctly.
            windy                                                clouds

             sunny                                                rain

             rainy                                                 wind

             cloudy                                              sun

** The  End. **

                                

16. Match  correctly.


